H O M E C O U R S E IN M E N T A L S C IE N C E .
BY HELEN WILMANS.
LESSON ELEVEN.

THE POWER ABOVE THE THRONE

THE POWER ABOVE THE THRONE.
LESSON X I.

I ask the student to go within himself for wisdom. I ask him to
direct his glance downward into the roots of his being. No doubt th e
subjective mind of which I speak may be properly called the roots of
his being.
But he is not to live in these roots. They are simply to serve his
purpose by contributing their strength to his objective mind as the roots
of the tree feed the body and the entire external manifestation of the
tree. I have shown the student what these roots are so that he may
gain a conception of his own deathless importance. [ do not want hi m
ever to say again, 4iI am a poor, weak creature.” Rooted in the very
beginning of organic life, with the thread of his existence unbroken and
built of experiences that embrace every particle of knowledge our old
earth had the power to yield, he is already—even as he stands to-day—a
very great creature indeed. Built on the solid foundation of his own
desires, actualized in his individual mentality, he is an indestructible
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monument whose force is equal to that of all the combined forces of the
world.
In this analysis of man we see why he has been called a microcosm.
He is the world with all her powers classified and arranged in compact
working form, and with her grossness and weakness and deadness elimi
nated.
Now, while man is a compendium of the world, he is not a compen
dium of the universe. He is the bound record of just as many experi
ences as his life has embraced, and no more; and his experiences have
been those yielded him by the earth. If he were a compendium of the
universe, he would be grown; he would have no xnqcjd growing to do;
nothing more to gain; he would have passed from finite to infinite—a
condition never to be reached by organized forms, since the condition is
formless. The glory of our lives and our perpetual happiness lies in the
fact that we can go on growing forever and never be grown. Remem
ber we grow by the acquisition of new truth because we are purely men
tal creatures; and we can never learn it all.
To me already, at this early stage of my growth, the most intense
happiness I can have is the perception of a new truth. Many a time as I
have been writing, the barrier that would pin my thoughts to the subject

in hand has dropped away for the moment] rewealmg1thin i s i
to be w ritten or spoken; visions of
before which I tremble and would faint but for the fact that I volun
tarily shut them out in self-protection.
Swedenborg speaks of the angels who were suddenly lifted from
their own heaven—the heaven adapted to their capacities—rinto one very
much higher, and he goes on to tell how the effect of the unnamable
granduer for which their state of progression has not prepared them
overpowers and stulifies them, so th at they have to be taken back again
instantly to where they belong. This illustrates the fact I am speaking
of. We cannot bear too great a revelation of light at one time. We
must grow to it by degrees through our slowly unfolding power to rec
ognize its greatness. We must make it ours before we can bear it. It
is this overwhelming body of tru th to which our perceptions arc gradu
ally unfolding th at Emerson refers to as the “oversoul that kills.” It
kills unless our perceptions open to it and take it in, but in this case it
is the power th at makes us alive.
I have said th at notw ithstanding the greatness of the subjective
mind man was not to live in it. It is necessary that he should be con-
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hut he in not In #ubrnerge hi# ohjeotive m in i J in it a n il runt
wore Ithen t il a tree #hould be #ati#lied in U tm w that it# root#
Iargc and #trong and f a r reach/n g , and H i t remain content in thi#
knowledge without *eoing the nece##ity of putting forth leave#, f t o w iw
•'ml fruit, The whole effort of life i# to bring forth fill the latent
power there i# mol make it manife#t o f the objective plane.
J wii# o f

i t,

tin y

That thi# i# the very rever#e of the world # idea# at pre#ent I know
only too well, All theology teacho# the nothingnc## of the objective
life, and the greatrie## of #ome imaginary condition indefinable and
ob#cure and out of mortal #ight,
Kvery religion in tho world Inn# out m tin in two, making hi# #pirit
one tiling tint! hi# body another thing; find they have taught that hi#
hody wa# an unimportant factor in hi# organization #o far a# any good
to him#elf wa# concerned, And indeed they have gone farther and
declared that it wa# a detriment to him; a niill#tona upon the nock of
hi# #pirlt that endangered it# eternal welfare continually. Therefore
it ha# been a nntin point in all religion# of every age a n d nation to cru
cify the hody, to deny it, and to #pend every effort in #aving the eoul,
lint I #ay boldly that the #piritnnd body are one, and that no #pirit
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was ever yet saved apart from its body. It has retired from external
observation to wait its chance to again externalize itself in another body,
because the external life is the only life of .use there is or ever will be.
Therefore re-incarnation seems to be one of the inevitable necessities
attendant upon our complete conquest over death. And conquest over
death is the only true salvation there is.
To conquer disease, old age and death, and to start out on a journey
of undying progression through self-development, is the thing to do, and
it is the thing that the race will have to come to. To manifest or make
visible in the external world the possibilities of spirit latent in all things
is the desirable thing. To resign these bodies, to withdraw from them
expecting to find heaven in an eternity on some unseen plane where
further effort is unnecessary, is as if one could crawl into a hole and pull
the hole in after him. To create is to make visible on the external plane,.
right here in this life. Every particle of creation is making visible.
Man is a creator. Through the laboratory of his own body he translates
invisible spirit into visible spirit; which is perceptible substance. He
brings it forward into the world of effects where it becomes the vitaliz
ing agent of his own spoken word—the word that he speaks into a thou-

ssand different uses, all of which are meant to subserve his constantly
accumulating desires.
Man is a substantial entity. His body is more solid than thought,
and it is in process of becoming more solid still, instead of more vapory,
like thought, or spirit. Growth, or development externally, is going to
make a man’s body infinitely more compact than it is now. Its com
pactness will become greater than that of any other organized substance,
and its elasticity will keep pace with its compactness, until it will
become positive to all other things, and indestructible by them. But
this thought is not to be developed here, and I will pass on.
The subject of lesson ten was, “The Power Behind the Throne.”
The subject of this lesson is, “The Power Above the Throne.” I have
spoken of the threefold laboratory of man’s bodily organism. First, of
his digestive system, which consists of the stomach and its dependencies.
Second, of his vital system, which is his sex, or reproductive system.
And third, of his brain, the laboratory in which his thought life, or
spirit life, is evolved. The brain, taken as a whole, shows the same three
fold nature. The base of the brain seems to be more intimately related
to the digestive system. It is the primitive, or lower brain. When man

red from this brain exclnsivelv he was sn animal, and bis* shape was
T
<rry different from in ? present shape. But in the nature o f eTolution
is animal brain proj< eted another and higher brain from itself: a brain
at represented all t ie power o f the lower, or animal brain, and the
early added power of the vital, or reproductive system . From this
second brain there was projected the social idea. In proportion as this
second brain increased in size and fineness o f structure, man took cog
nizance. not only o f his own wants, but of the wants o f other men.
Tnis led to com binations for self-protection, and. indeed, to our present
social and political system s.
But we see the entire animal nature embodied in our present system ,
although concealed in a measure, and its worst features held in check by
the still higher brain in process of evolvement at this time.
This higher brain is only now being born of the two lower brains
that preceded it. [O f course the brain is all one. but there are three dis
tinctly marked steps in it. and it is these steps that I speak o f as the
three brains.] As the second, or social brain, grew out of the first, or
purely selfish brain, so now the third, or idealistic brain, is grow ing out
of the other two.
The body feeds the brain, and the brain gradually modifies the
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the still higher brain in process of evolvement at this time.
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body—makes it over, as it were—keeps making it over all the time; for
the body is negative to the brain. It is the brain's faithful servant. Up
to this time the brain has not known that it possessed this power. It
used the power all the same, however, and was the unconscious agent in
every change the body passed through from the monad up to man.
Now the brain not only kept changing and improving the body con
tinually all along up through the progressive ages, but the mere fact of
its growth and improvement kept changing and improving its surround
ing conditions. There has always been a mighty power residing in the
brain. It has been a magnet from the first, and with every bit of its
added growth it has become a greater magnet. Every bit of its added
growth has related it to things and conditions more desirable for it, and
shown it the possibility of getting these jpossessions. And this fact has
widened every avenue of life and developed the earth and its resources to
the degree where we now see it. The earth and its resources have sim
ply waited upon man's unfolding knowledge of his own latent powers in
order to serve him. The face of resistance it seems to present to his
efforts is not real resistance. It is a challenge to his faith in his own
ability to conquer, and it aids in his development-

The brain grows by what it conquers* It is a case where the
strength of the conquered passes into the conqueror. If there was noth
ing for the brain to conquer it would never grow. If the brain did not
grow there would be no farther improvement in the body. And as
before remarked, it is not the body alone that is shaped by the brain, but
society, and governments, and religions, have been shaped by the same
influence. Whatever the status of the average human brain, th at status
will be precisely correlated by the social, religious and governmental
conditions of the people: and this on the unconscious plaue of develop
ment no less than on the conscious plane.
Take man on the purely animal plane of his development, when he
lived from the intelligence yielded him by the lower brain, and be was
an animal: and all his methods were of an animal character: and he had
no society, no religion and no government. As the animal brain
improved and the next higher brain was built, our present social system
began to develop and gradually came up to its present standing. Man's
surroundings always keep pace with the unfolding faculties of his brain.
His faculties always command from the external world those conditions
th at correlate their own power.
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B ut man never stands still. No sooner is one faculty built than
another is unfolded out of it. Ages and ages pass and the slow improve
ment goes on. The animal brain carried us into the social brain where
we now are, and from which all our institutions exist. B ut this brain
has been steadily sending up its aspirations for something better than it
has known. And these aspirations (desires) have been growing into sub
stantial reality and building themselves up structurally into the third
brain—the brain that I call the ideal brain. Now all of this effort has
been the result of the individual desire for freedom, or happiness (there
is very little difference in these two words from my standpoint).
The ideal brain, then, is the result of the individual’s desire for
freedom. This ideal brain is at last becoming recognized, and its claims
are beginning to be sanctioned by the social brain. This is a very great
thing indeed, for there were hundreds of years during its incipient unfoldment in which the social brain branded it (the ideal brain) as a
traitor to established thought as expressed in the established religions
and social conditions of the times. I t was called an insane th in g ; a
traitor to the true interests of the whole world; an innovator; an image
breaker and a heretic.
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And no wonder, for it was the originator of bolder conception! of
the powers rested in man, and the privileges of the whole race, than the
timid and conservative social brain coaid contemplate with any kind of
equanimity. To sanction the whisperings of this ideal brain was actu
ally to weaken man's dependence upon the God who had ruled the ages
with an iron rod from the moment of man's emergence from his animal
hood. And why? Because the ideal brain was full of suggestions of
the man's own latent power; a power so great as to hold within itself
the seeds of a personal salvation that rendered the salvation of an outside
God unnecessary. And this frightened the man. It frightened him so
much that he began to beg the government to interpose its authority by
putting this outside God in the constitution, and doing every possible
thing to bolster up His power. And some governments did it; but there
was a land so big that the individual brain was more unconfined; had
more room for expansion and expression, so that an atmosphere of comImrative freedom pervaded it from center to circumference, and somel o w this widespread sense of freedom became a kind of omnipotent
thing, and no attempt was made to circumscribe its influence. (And it
was in this land that the ideal brain grew faster, and its suggestions
began to be respected.
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It was then th at a strange and yet a very natural th in g happened.
Now when a power of any kind has been dammed up for a tim e and its
outflow prevented, the barriers will burst and a flood is the result. This
is what happened to the long continued confinement of the ideal fac
ulties. The time came when they burst their boundary line and swept
over the world in the most unm istakable way. This flood came in the
nam e of Christian Science. It was a very resolute reaction against the
power th at had held it in the subjective so many centuries, and it was
fu ll of the intention to overwhelm this power. I t even denied the
existence of the power th at had confined it, and it made the unequivocal
statem ent th at it alone possessed power. Indeed it claimed th a t it alone
existed. It tried to wipe out both sections of the lower brain by a denial
of their existence. In doing this it made the evidence of the senses
nothing. It made the earth and the long years of m an’s grow th noth
ing. Jt refused to see anything but its own power, and it imagined th a t
as a power it stood entirely alone in the universe, w ithout foundation
and without feeders. *
Christian Science thus became simply the blind, ungovernable
assertion of the ideal faculties. In leaping fo rth from its subjective
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condition, where the doubting and sluggish lower intelligence had kept
it hack so long, it did what might hare been expected. Instead of find
ing its central position of supreme power where it would govern and
control the lower intelligence, it. in its sudden release from confinement,
swung past the center to a position that it could not m a in ta in , because
in the very nature of Law such a position was impossible to hold.
In natural growth no link mar be ignored. And this is so because
individual growth is made up of successive links. To ignore any one of
these links is fatal to the wh ile growth.
To take a position in the top brain irrespective of the lower brain is
to cut off the experiences of the lower brain and to swing loose in space
without compass or rudder. And this position may and will lead to the
wildest extravagances in belief and conduct. To live in the upper brain
as the Christian Scientist attempts to do. is to become utterly psycholo
gized: which means that he believes certain things—all the things
indeed—suggested by the ideal brain without understanding why he
believes them: without being able to give a valid reason for his belief.
And it is absolutely essential to the long continuance of a belief, and to
its healthy growth and firm establishment, that we should be able to
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nnn nf twn tlnn#* !nt|\|\nna; Kitlnn tin' Inn#' natnlilialnnl Inwnv livnin
ftjwt* tin' nlnlni* nt tin' nlnnl InNiiin nt tin' nlonl Innin vnjwitf tin' <'\|ioti
nnnn* nf tin' Inwnv Inmin ntnl tin'nni#m't nnm i* InN'kon* In il\t# ntvw
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psychological condition, because it can give an account of itself, I In
assertions seem no long'd* wild and visionary, bocaiiNc tho every-day
reasoning powers have confirmed thorn. To bo psychologized is to boliovo
certain tilings without any logical reason for doing ho. Ah long ii.m Mm
Ntudent can boliovo these thingH he can porfortu tlio actions suggested
by the boliei's. Hut tho moment his every-day intelligence dmnandH a
rollon for tho thingH he does, that moment ho Iohoh his power to actual
ize bin beliefs, until he has searched diligently aipong the experiences
of which his whole past career is a record to find a foundation for his
belief. Then when this foundation is discovered he has solid ground
under him, and he may do precisely the same works and not be psycholo
gized at all.
Now Christian Science is a psychological wave th at has passed over
the country doing many wonderful things w ithout being able to give a
logical reason for what it did. Mental Science is Christian Science after
Christian Science has demanded an explanation of the things if did.
Mental Science is th a t explanation.
Christian Science felt th at there was a great power above its own
head, and shut its eyes in blind tru st in th at power, and floated up to it
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and began to use it. Mental Science perceived that Christian Science
had completely cut itself off from the foundation of its existence in its
absolute denial of all that lay beneath it, and it went resolutely to work
to build a logical stairway from the ground up to the place where Chris
tian Science was manipulating truths that were as mysterious to itself as
to the rest of the world.
In doing this it furnished a connecting link between the every-day
brain of the present, generation and the ideal brain which alone yields
the power to do the works that the world has seen done in all of this
marvelous healing.
Mental Science has not come to disprove the works of Christian
Science, but. to explain them. It is a plain unadorned stair-case leading
up from the world’s every-day brain, or its present status of thought, to
the ideal brain which furnishes a status of thought infinitely higher,
more powerful, and more free than either section of the lower brain, or
than both sections put together.
Every time the brain puts forth a higher bud, as it were, this bud
contains all the characteristics, all the power of the brain from which it
sprung, and much more. It is the upward pouring, or sprouting, of quali-'
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ties and forces too fine and too potent to be recognized on the lower
plane from which it ascended. Consequently it had to ascend. Under
the Law of Attraction it could not do otherwise. That which is most
alive, most vital, ascends in obedience to the outer and upper attraction,
while that which is less vital, more dead, comes under obedience to the
law of gravitation. The law of gravitation is the negative pole of the
Law of Attraction.
The ideal brain has been built into organic structure by those
thoughts which were denied expression by the every-day brain that has
given birth to the conditions and religions which now surround us. We
have said of these wonderful thoughts, “Oh, nonsense; they are too good
to be true. They are the mere effusions of an overly fervid imagination.
They are the stuff of which to build ‘castles in Spain1 by people who are
too indolent to do anything else.11 And so this matter of fact brain
which serves our present conditions has denied them a hearing, and
they have ascended and built themselves a house above that of the ordi
nary brain, and now they intend to have a hearing. They are not going
to kick out the two lower stories of their structure as Christian Science
tried to do, for they prefer to keep the entire building intact from cellar
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to dome, knowing that the lower serves the higher quite as much as the
higher can serve the lower: knowing that every department in the grand
bnilding is necessary to every other department.
But note this fact. It is always the h ig h er th a t rules. The higher
serves the lows- by ruling it better than by ministering to its demands.
The lower serves the higher better by waiting on it; by acting as servitor
and minister to i t So there is a constant interchange of duties by these
three departments of the one brain.
But now let us find out something about the ideal brain. The ani
mal brain was the essence of brute force. At th e time it is an organ
ized -“push.” The brain next above, from which the majority of the peo
ple are now living, is a holder tiling than the lower brain, and is capable
of really vast undertakings. And yet it is not so bold a thing as it
ought to be. And this is because of its ignorance of its own power. It
projects great works, hat it says. “I wall do these things if eacwmstances
are propitious.'' It is fa ll of if e .r which proves that it has not reached
any condition of very marked freedom. Indeed ft scarcely knows that
freedom is posable to it; and if one timnld assure it of a condition of
absolute freedom it wonAd isstantlr take fright and begin to wonder what
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it*
it could do with itself if it hud to shape its own ends, instead of trusting
to that series of environments it calls itn God to shape thorn for it, This
brain hits its dreams of freedom, hut fours it nourly us much us it dosiros
it. It knows Unit freedom holds ull happiness in latency, und yot tho
vory idou seems to curry with it u son so of utmost overpowering respon
sibility.
And whut does this freedom menu. Unit uny one should bo ufruid of
it? When I look ubroud upon the ensluvod condition of tho ruco I fool
like answering this question by asking, “Whut does not freedom moan?’!
Freedom menus n release from fenr. This answer is too sweeping;
und yot it would take n volume if I should attempt to specify. Man
fears everything under the sun. 11is life from the cradle to tho grave is
through an unbroken jungle of fears, each of which has its pull upon
his garments as he passes; each of which adds its mite in retarding his
advancement. Indeed it is to escape from this wilderness of fears that
encompass and penetrate every department of the man's mind that the
naturally implanted desire of self-preservation- the deep inner fountain
of his existence, pressing upward and beyond - seeks to build itself u dwell
ing place higher up above and away from this torment.

Dili; why nil on Id ho fourP And what In there to fearV In reality ho
Imn nothing to four, It In Iii'h ignorance that cuunon him to foar; hiN
ignorance of hiniNolf; hiN ignorance of tho power voNtod in him by virtue
of hiN having livod all holow him, and having oomjimrod it, and ongraftod
hiN oomjiioNt upon hiniNolf aN evidence of his prowoNN, lledoeo not know
himitlf, llin Niiporlativo miNtako in in hoiioving tliat Nomobody outNido
of hiniNolf madd him, and that ho iw Ntill dopondont upon tho will of that
Nomobody for ali ho In or ovor hopes to ho, IIn dooN not know that ho
oroatod hiniNolf, and nan go on re-creating hiniNolf according to hiN own
dowiroN aN to what ho wantN to ho, And'No ho In afraid to aNNort hiniNolf
and hio own powor, On tho contrary ho NookN to dony that ho In any
thing hut a dopondont upon tho bounty of a poroon whom ho lookN
upon on tho author of hiN hoing,

And thiN hringN mo to a doNoription of tho idoai brain, and to au
explanation of what it moaUN,
It lutN boon built by tho N|dritfN Nupromo doNiro for that froodoiu
denied it by tho man’N ignorance of IiIn own powor? by tho foarN that
dominatnd him to Nuoh a dogroo that ho could not listen to tho voico of
hiN deNlroN, and no crowded them back from ovory opportunity and from
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every attempt at externalization. But desire will always find a way to
express itself. So it went higher and built itself a dome in the human
brain, where it lives, and from which as a solid, structural basis of
action it can project its own ideas, into the world of effects, and clothe
and make them visible and audible among the multitude of the world’s
uses.
The very first message out of this magnificent dome has special refer
ence to man’s creative power. It says, “No man is free except as he
learns his own power to create.” It says, “The knowledge of a man’s
own creativeness is the only guarantee to freedom there ever was or
ever will be.” It says, “There can be no freedom one hair’s breadth short
of man's knowledge that he possesses this creative power absolutely
unlimited and fetterless.”
Again it says, “There is no conquest over man’s fears but the knowl
edge that he is creative, and that he need not create fear.” If a man
creates, he will not create that which enslaves him, but that which lib
erates. Man has been living in the negative pole of his being where he
believed God created for him, and that he had to accept these creations
whether he liked them or not. His transposition from the negative to
the positive pole of his being depends upon his discovery that he himself

u c r e a to r a n d dO|Kmdtm(, u p o n n o t h in g b u t th<? c o n s t a n t grow th of h is
VVhtui ho ha s le a rn e d th in , ho him p asse d f o r e v e r from
o u t tho r e g io n o f fo u r n m l boon in o a fro o c iti/.n n o f th e u n iv e r s e .
W h e n ho hits le iirn o d t h is mighty foot, by w h ic h I m e n n w h e n th u
e v e ry -d a y brain -from w h ic h wo liv e lio r e in t h is w o r ld — h ns a c c e p te d
iii
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pan sea made from sheer exhaustion. They were full of that muscular
tension which is really caused by the fear of falling, and for this reason
they were not resting places at all, but simply breathing places where he
might hold on a moment while waiting for his strength to return.
Mental restfnlness comes with the knowledge that makes the ideal
the real. And what is mental restfulness? It is bodily restfulness, for
the mind and the body are one. And what is bodily restfulness? Is it
going to sleep? No, it is waking up. I t is finding that nothing can
tire us. I t is finding th at with the fear of being tired, and the fear of
disease, and the fear of poverty, and old age, and death, eliminated, as
they surely are when the knowledge of man’s creativeness comes, that
these things themselves are eliminated.
Fear, which is the root of all disease of every kind whatever, entirely
vanishes when a man knows th at he is dependent on nobody and no
power outside of himself. W hen he finds th at he alone has the right
and the ability to make the statement of being for himself.
In the next lesson we will hear the statement of his own being as
he has corrected it by the light poured into his life from the ideal facul
ties, which at last he has learned to recognize and respect.

THE BLOSSOM OF TH E CENTURY.
BY HELEN WILMANS.
This book is just out, and is the first book Mrs. Wilmans has published. It is get
ting unstinted praise from its readers.
S. McDonald, Terre Haute, Ind., says of it: “A wonderful book; a book that will
stir the old world from center to circumference; the elements of destruction and of re-con
struction are in it;—the destruction of solidified error; the re-construction of life on a
higher basis than the conceptions of the race have yet dreamed of. It is the one book of
the century; indeed it is the one book of all the centuries.”
Charles Davis Hart, Chicago, HI., says: “I have never read anything, and indeed
there has never been anything written so calculated to awaken the slumbering seeds of
ossibility in men, and to develop their latent genius as this wonderful book. I should
ave missed the greater part of myself not to have read it; for it has revealed this greater
part to me. I am more than twice the man I was before I purchased ‘The Blossom of
the Century.' ”
J. C. Willis, Buffalo, N. Y., writes: “Somebody said, ‘When God turns loose a
genius let the world beware.’ Well, the genius is turned loose, and it has written a
book; and what a book! A book of which I can say no less than that it has come to call
the world to judgment. It is the complete abolishment of the old and the dead, and the
full reconstruction of the new. Ideas that Herbert Spencer and other distinguished writ
ers have dimly foreshadowed, are—by this comparatively unknown authro—turned into
living, practical possibilities. An indescribably great work.”
The Blossom of the Century, price $1.10 Address F reedom , Boston, Mass.
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